Blogging is easy and can be fun! When you’re ready to blog, contact Editorial Director John McHale (john.mchale@opensysmedia.com) to consult on developing content for topics such as radar, electronic warfare, C4ISR, signal processing, avionics, artificial intelligence, etc., and learn John’s blog guidelines.

You can pick any topic that would be of interest to a design engineer working on a military electronics application. Keep in mind that you can’t write a promotional blog your own company and/or its products, but a company mention is at times acceptable. You can blog as often as you would like.

Blogs appear on the web site (which is a great for SEO) plus they may also be appear in one of E-newsletters (Radar/Electronic Warfare, CyberDefense Report, Military E-letter, Avionics Design, Military AI).

You may also blog on our PICMG, VITA, and Small Form Factors websites as well.

Here is a link to our recent blogs: mil-embedded.com/blog/

Here are a few quick stats
Total number of unique visits to blog sites: 75,594
Average time online: 4:02

Sample Blogs
Radar Cross Section the Measure of Stealth
Link Aggregation a Cool Tip for Better Bandwidth
Redundancy on Ethernet Switches
Higher Density RF is on your Radar with Vita 67 3 Standard

Questions? Contact John McHale at john.mchale@opensysmedia.com